
The Soul Purpose Sessions

“There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening that is 
translated through you into action, and because there is only 
one of you in all time, this expression is unique. And if you block 
it, it will never exist through any other medium and will be 
lost.”
       - Martha Graham

Session 1: Getting the most from the sessions (approaching the work & practical notes)

Session 2: Clarity

Session 3: Intention

Session 4: Guidance

Session 5: Life Path vs. Soul Path 

Session 6: Your Soul Purpose

Session 7: What’s really holding you back?

Session 8: Next steps (making it real)

****PLUS more seriously helpful goodness for you - FOUR BONUS SESSIONS****

BONUS SESSION ONE: Dealing with Negative Beliefs & Self-Doubt

BONUS SESSION TWO: Two Practices for Allowing

BONUS SESSION THREE: Soul Purpose & Money

BONUS SESSION FOUR: 11 Things to do when *nothing* is working

And in closing... 

GRATITUDE, GIVING BACK + OPPORTUNITIES for CONNECTION 

PAGES for Notes, Visioning, Journalling, Dreaming



The Soul Purpose Sessions
Bonus Four:  11 Things to do when *nothing* is working

We all have *those* days...or *those* phases...when our energy and enthusiasm runs 
out, when we’re at low ebb, when nothing is seeming to go right, when RESISTANCE - 
conscious or unconscious - strikes and we feel like the biggest loser on the face of the 
planet, like the odds are stacked against us. 

If this is you, right now, today, deep breath, lovely one. It is all going to be okay. Just 
remember that all things pass, and that while we so often have the illusion that how we 
feel right now is forever, it is far from the truth. 

The mind is a crazy and gorgeous thing - as Anne LaMott says,  “my mind is like a bad 
neighborhood. I try never to go there alone.” When we hit up against resistance, the 
mind will throw up any number of challenges and illusions and delusions. That is 
absolutely normal and human and okay. But it doesn’t mean we have to live in that 
neighborhood, or even believe what we are being told about it.

If we’re focused on SOUL PURPOSE we want to bring life in alignment with SOUL - and 
free ourselves from the illusions and delusions of the mind.

So, what can we do when we hit up against resistance, when things feel like they are 
falling to pieces? 

Stop. Just stop. 

Remember that the bigger your work - the closer you are coming to engaging with it on 
a new and deeper level - the more RESISTANCE you will hit up against. This is totally 
normal. This is completely human. It is also completely human in these circumstances to 
be tempted to give up, to fall into old habits, to allow ourselves to be seduced by the 
temptations of unworthiness and failure. 

Just remember: the power is always in the present moment, in what we choose to do 
right now, and we can always always choose differently. Even when we feel we’ve 
‘failed’, we’ve not really failed. We’ve created an opportunity for learning for ourselves 
that can ultimately open the very doors that were once closed to us. 

I’m not going to tell you it’s easy, or going to be easy. It’s not. It’s about reprogramming 
your brain, your body, your emotions, your connection with your own mind and your 
own soul. 

That’s not a task for the faint-hearted. Not everyone will do it. 

But you can, and you will. 


